MEDIATED INTERACTION
14.00–14.30
JESSICA P. BELISLE HANSEN
University of Oslo
Multimodal forms of address in video interpreted hospital interaction

14.30–15.00
CHRISTIAN GREIFFENHAGEN
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
STUART REEVES
University of Nottingham
Noticing and Raising Troubles in a Performatve Control Room

15.00–15.30
SAKARI ILOMÄKI
University of Tampere
The overall structure of video-mediated home-care encounters

SHORT PAPERS
16.00–16.15
RACHAEL IRONSIDE
Robert Gordon University
Did you feel that? Multimodal interactions and making sense of uncertain events

16.15–16.30
THOMAS LEHMAN WAABEN TOFT
University of Copenhagen
Joining colleagues’ conversation at the coffee machine

16.45–17.00
SHORT BREAK

COGNITION IN INTERACTION
17.00–17.30
SUNE YORK STEFFENSEN & SARAH BRO TRASMUNDI
University of Southern Denmark
Cognitive Event Analysis: a method for studying cognitive processes in embodied, multimodal interaction

17.30–18.00
NILS KLOWAIT AND MARIA ERO-FEEVA.
Moscow School of Social and Economic Sciences
The Multimodal Accomplishment of Body Control in a Cognitive Laboratory

19.00–
DINNER DOWNTOWN